The Role of Software Puzzle in Overcoming the Denial of Service Attacks

Advancement of Client Puzzle

Abstract—some of the major threats to cyber security are Denial of Service and Distributed Denial of service attacks. In order to overcome these attacks, the present system incorporates the client puzzle which mandates the client to perform various complicated operations before being granted requested services from the server. However, an attacker may use the available fast puzzle solving software and/or built-in graphics processing unit (GPU) hardware to suppress the potential of client puzzles. Also, the puzzle algorithms generated in advance by the client puzzle are not dynamic and hence an attacker can prepare an implementation to solve the puzzle in advance. In this paper, we study how to prevent these attacks by introducing an advancement of the existing client puzzle called as Software puzzle. In this scheme, once the server receives the request from the client, a puzzle is generated randomly. Thus, an attacker has to put considerable effort in translating the CPU puzzle software to its functionally equivalent Graphical Processing Unit such that the translations are complex and cannot be done in real time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Denial of service is a type of attack where the server is being flooded with a number of requests by the attacker in order to keep the server busy and thereby denying the services requested by the clients. For example, a malicious client sends a large number of unwanted requests to a server. Hence the server spends enormous amount of CPU time in completing the SSL handshakes due to which the server may not have sufficient resources left to handle service requests. To maintain the confidentiality and integrity of the puzzle generated by the server as well as the solution for the puzzle given by the client are encrypted and decrypted respectively using various encryption algorithms like RSA decryption.

Let γ denote the ratio of resource consumption by the client to the resource consumed by the server. This ratio should be greater in order to meet the economic feasibility of the software puzzle scheme. Consider P to be a puzzle function, x to be a randomly chosen puzzle challenge by the server and sends this x to the client. The client solves this puzzle and sends the response (x,y) back to the server for the verification. The server then checks the solution for the correctness and if the solution does not confirms x=P(y) [18], then the client is not being served. The time spent by the client to solve the given puzzle is given by tψ and the time spent by the server to generate the puzzle and verify the solution is given by tσ. Hence tψ >> tσ in order to make use of the server time efficiently and stop the DoS attack by not allowing the attackers to solve many puzzles. But, the attackers can reply to the server with an unsolved puzzle solution y* which increases the verification time of the server. Thus, the ratio γ decreases dramatically which results in the decrease of the efficiency of the client puzzle.

The server assumes that the puzzle sent to the client will be solved by it only using CPU. However, it is not so. The client as an attacker can utilize its freely available GPU to solve the puzzle and thereby decreasing the computational cost ratio γ. For example, an attacker may amortize one puzzle-solving task to hundreds of GPU cores if the client puzzle function is parallelizable or the attacker may simultaneously send to the server many requests and ask every GPU core to solve one received puzzle challenge independently if the puzzle function is non-parallelizable. This parallelism strategy can dramatically reduce the total puzzle-solving time and hence increase the attack efficiency. Another disadvantage of the client puzzle is that the puzzle function P(.) can be rewritten in real time by the attacker if it cannot be solved. Obviously, if a puzzle is designed based on client’s GPU capability, the GPU-inflation DoS does not work at all. However, we do not recommend to do so because it is troublesome for massive deployment due to (1) not all the clients have GPU-enabled devices[12] and (2) an extra real-time environment shall be installed in order to run GPU kernel.

![Fig 1. GPU inflated DoS attack against data puzzle](image-url)
II. SOFTWARE PUZZLE

Focussing on the architectural difference between CPU and GPU, we present advancement to the client puzzle called the software puzzle which defends against the DoS and DDoS attacks. Unlike the client puzzle scheme, the software puzzle scheme generates the puzzle function \( P(\cdot) \) dynamically in the form of a software core \( C \) upon receiving a client’s request. Specifically, by extending DCG technology which produces machine instructions at runtime, the proposed scheme randomly chooses a set of basic functions, assembles them together into the puzzle core \( C \), constructs a software puzzle \( C_0x \) with the puzzle core \( C \) and a random challenge \( x \). If the server aims to defeat high-level attackers who are able to reverse-engineer software \([9]\), it will obfuscate \( C_0x \) into an enhanced software puzzle. After receiving the software puzzle sent from the server upon request, the client tries to solve this puzzle on its host CPU and sends back the solution of the puzzle to the server. If the client is suspected to be an attacker, he sends the puzzle received from the server to its host GPU. Thereby, overwhelming the server with unwanted requests through its host CPU. However in this case, translating the puzzle function received by the host CPU into equivalent GPU instructions which is highly complex and time consuming. These translations cannot be done well in advance because the software puzzle is generated dynamically and randomly.

\[ \text{Fig. 2 Diagram of software puzzle generated with secret key.} \]

A. Notations

For ease of reference, important notations used throughout the paper are listed below.

- \( x \): A challenge chosen by server.
- \( m \): A message collected from environment.
- \( y \): A solution to the puzzle challenge \( x \).
- \( r(\cdot) \): A puzzle challenge returned from client.
- \( P(\cdot) \): Puzzle algorithm such that \( x = P(y,m) \).
- \( C \): Puzzle core which is the software implementation of \( P(\cdot) \).
- \( C_0x \): Puzzle which embeds the information of \( x \) into \( C \).
- \( C_1x \): Obfuscated \( C_0x \).

That is to say, unlike a data puzzle challenge which includes a challenge data only, a software puzzle challenge includes a dynamically generated software \( C(\cdot) \) which including a data puzzle function as a component. Although a software puzzle scheme does not publish the puzzle function in advance, it also follows the Kerckhoffs’s Principle because an adversary knows the algorithm for constructing software puzzles, and is able to “reverse-engineer” the software puzzle \( C_1x \) to know the puzzle function \( P(\cdot) \) several minutes later after receiving the software puzzle.

B. Basic GPU-inflated DoS Attack

When a client wants to obtain a service, she sends a request to the server. After receiving the client request, the server responds with a puzzle challenge \( x \). If the client is genuine, she will find the puzzle solution \( y \) directly on the host CPU, and send the response \( (x, y) \) to the server. However, as shown in Fig. 1, by using the similar mechanism in accelerating calculation with GPU\([12]\), a malicious user who controls the host will send the challenge \( x \) to GPU and exploit the GPU resource to accelerate the puzzle-solving process.

C. Framework of software puzzle

In order to defeat the GPU-inflated DoS attack, we extend data puzzle to software puzzle as shown in Fig. 2. At the server, the software puzzle scheme has a code block warehouse \( W \) storing various software instruction blocks. Besides, it includes two modules: generating the puzzle \( C_0x \) by randomly assembling code blocks extracted from the warehouse; and obfuscating the puzzle \( C_0x \) for high security puzzle \( C_1x \).

D. Code Block Warehouse Construction

The code block warehouse \( W \) stores compiled instruction blocks \([11]\), e.g., in Java byte code, or C binary code \([15]\). The purpose to store compiled codes rather than source codes is to save server’s time; otherwise, the server has to take extra time to compile source codes into compiled codes in the process of software puzzle generation. The intuitive requirements for each block are:

- In order to assemble the code blocks together, each block has well-defined input parameters and output parameters such that the output from one block can be used as the input of the following blocks.
- The size of each code block is decided by the security parameter \( \kappa \). Given that the size of software puzzle is constant, if the block size is smaller, there are more blocks on average such that more puzzles can be constructed. Thus smaller block size implies higher security level because an attacker has to spend more effort to figure out a puzzle in question. The shortcoming of small block size is that the server has to spend more time in extracting the basic blocks and assembling the extracted blocks into software puzzle \([21]\). Preferably, the warehouse stores both Java byte code and the corresponding C binary code. Because the former is applicable to different OS platforms but slow, it is suitable to deliver the software puzzle to the client in the format of Java byte code. In contrast, the latter is faster and is used by the server for generating the stored pair \((x, y)\).
III. METHODOLOGY
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\caption{Design Modules}
\end{figure}

A. Puzzle Generator

The Puzzle Generator browses the file, splits file into packets, assigns puzzles and then sends Packets to the Receiver via Middle ware Host to corresponding end users by providing the IP address.

B. Middleware Host

The middleware host is introduced here to redirect packets and puzzle details to corresponding end users. It will maintain all Puzzle flattened user and also the DOS Attackers who misbehaved to solve the corresponding puzzle by giving wrong values.

C. Remote Receiver (End User)

The End user can receive the data file and verify the puzzle by entering the puzzle value which is assigned by the Puzzle Generator. If the puzzle value is true then he is considered as a Flattened user or considered as a DOS Attacker. The attacker and flattened user details will send to the Middleware Host instantly.

D. Attacker

When a client wants to obtain a service, she sends a request to the server. After receiving the client request, the server responds with a puzzle challenge \( x \). If the client is genuine, she will find the puzzle solution \( y \) directly on the host CPU, and send the response \((x, y)\) to the server. However, as shown in this system, by using the similar mechanism in accelerating calculation with GPU, a malicious user who controls the host will send the challenge \( x \) to GPU and exploit the GPU resource to accelerate the puzzle-solving process [13].

IV. SOFTWARE PUZZLE PACKING

Once a software puzzle C1x is created at the server side and compiled into the Java class file C1x.class, it will be delivered to the client who requests for services over an insecure channel such as Internet, and run at the client’s side. Applet is a suitable delivery means because it can be run in browsers on many platforms such as Windows, Unix, Mac and Linux, despite not applicable to some mobile browsers without jail breaking the operating system such as iOS. Usually, an Applet is embedded into an HTML page which is embedded with an archive including the software puzzle class C1x.class and a Java class init. Class for activating the puzzle software C1x.class

1: \(<\text{APPLET CODE}="\text{init.class}" \text{ARCHIVE} = "\text{init.class, C1x.class}" \text{WIDTH}="200" \text{HEIGHT}="40">\>
2: \(<\text{APPLET}>\>

However, not all Applets can be run at the client’s browser with the default access policy such that the design for software puzzle varies with the browser’s configurations at the client side. In the following, we describe two options for packing software puzzle based on the configuration at the client side [5].

1: Read the C1x.class
2: Repeat
3: Randomly choose a small \( y^* \)
4: Decrypt C1x.class with key \( y^* \) into class C0x.class
5: Load class C0x.class
6: Invoke C0x.class to obtain \( m^* \) and future \( x^* = C0^*(y^*, m^*) \)
7: Until \( x^* = x \)
8: output \((x^*, y^*)\)

(Init. class structure for reloading puzzle class on JVM. If a correct solution \( y \) is found, C0x.class shall be the same as the original puzzle C0x.class, where \( z = x \oplus y \) is calculated in advanced and hard-coded into at the server side)
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